Homeostatic regulation of REM sleep in humans during extended sleep.
Benington and Heller (1994) recently proposed a sleep-dependent model for the homeostatic control of REM sleep in which the amount of REM sleep propensity discharged in each bout of REM sleep affects the timing of the subsequent REM episode. Consistent with their hypothesis, they reported that in rats the duration of a REM episode was positively correlated with the duration of the succeeding NREM episode and not with the duration of the preceding NREM episode. To assess this hypothesis in humans, we used 308 sleep records from 11 subjects who remained at bedrest in the dark and slept ad libitum during 14-hour periods each night for 4 weeks. The timing of the onset of the first REM episode of the long night was linked to the timing of sleep onset. NREM-REM cycle duration decreased progressively throughout the night as a result of a progressive decrease in duration of the NREM component. Durations of REM sleep episodes correlated significantly with durations of subsequent NREM episodes in three out of the eight rank cycles analyzed (p < .0031, Bonferroni corrected); positive correlation coefficients were found for all the remaining cycles, but were not statistically significant when the conservative Bonferroni correction of the alpha level was applied. With the exception of the first sleep cycle, durations of REM sleep episodes did not correlate with durations of preceding NREM sleep episodes. According to the present results, the amount of REM sleep in one episode controls the time of occurrence of the next REM episode when the impact of other possible regulating factors are at a low level. We hypothesize that the extended dark/rest period, by increasing the time window allowed for sleep, provided a condition under which the systems governing REM sleep expression were free of the masking imposed by the conventional 16 hours light/8 hours dark schedule that consolidates and compresses sleep.